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Metamorphic space is defined as the following:

Cosmological homotopic states between variant [of stringy]’s.

These variant [of stringy]’s are said to be unique variations of one unique known variant call the
Super Yang-Mills Gauge Analog [1]. All perturbations of such unique variant has led to the
discovery of all but 32 variants that is to subsequently lead to the completion of the Grand
Unification Scheme [1].

We can imagine each variant [of stringy] as encoding all the information of space-time
from different variational parameters. Those parameters are set by the holographic
counterterms.

It’s clear now that:
Metaspace exist in D-energy meta-states [2].

D-energy is energy in D-variant. D-variant to be the extension of Dirichlet branes. Meta-states
being different homotopic states.

It’s postulated that there are more types of energy than the standard kinetic, potential,
and etc., energies [including D-energy] already surmounted by current analysis. These are not
forms of energy as nuclear, gravitational, and etc., by new types of energy that are subtler than
the classical energy that is the bedrock of all known forms of energy [2]. The potential and
kinetic energy being the limit of reducibility.

By extracting D-energy in metaspace we can manipulate the super-positional quantum
state, such that, giving control of entropic and conservation of energy, entangle and
disentangle molecules and atoms [2].

Finding other types of energy will be able to control the motion of matter such that
there is no breakup of matter or even give way to different holographic transitory states of
matter. So we can define as:

Metaspace exist in homotopic meta-states.

Homotopic meta-states being variational and perturbed.

The higher the energy-scale the more we gain access to metaspace. But metaspace will
seem uncontrollable at first since new mathematical properties will be discerned and studied
that it’ll be an explosive phase.
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Achieving control of metaspace means imposing SUPREME and Computational Control.
Once SUPREME and Computational Control is imposed order will be established in metaspace
that there’s expected to be a beautiful tapestry of mathematical elegance and computational
power that will reveal in higher-energy scales the completion of the Grand Unification Scheme
[3].
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